Abstract. Combining 
Introduction
It is well known that superb direct imagery and spectroscopic observations can be achieved, under seeing conditions as good as 0.5", with telescopes like the CFH 3.6m in Hawaii, and also the ESO/MPI 2.2m and the NTT at La Silla' see' ing monitor campaigns carried out at ESO, a.nd also elsewhere, have conflrmed the occurence of such unusual conditions. The atmospheric seeing in Paranal is known to remain better than 0.5" during approximately 16 % of the clear nights (periods of at least one hour; see Sarazin 1990) . Fbrthermore' the median seeing over the last years in Paranal has been mea^sured to be 0.66" I with an exceptional average seeing of 0.32", recorded There is however one more difficulty. When a foreground galaxy (the "macrolens") produces multiple images of a background quasar, these images are seen through rather dense parbs of the galaecy and there is a good chance that one or several "macro-images" are affected by micro-lensing (Chang and Refsdal 1979).
The " micro-lens" is a star (or several stars) of the gala:cy acting as a magnifying lens with a very small "field of view", which produces a more or less intricated network of micro-caustics (cf. Kayser 1992 and Wambsganss 1993 for recent reviews on micro-lensing). When the source crosses this network, its different components are differentially amplified, according to their sizes and locations. There will thus result a differential arnplification of the different components of the quasar. For instance, in the spectrum of a micrelensed quasa,r image, the optical continuum will be more amplified than the Broad Line Region (BLR) which has a larger extension. Due to relative proper motions, this phenomenon varies on a time scale of a few months or years and produces characteristic light curves (and very likely slightly variable spectroscopic line profiles for the broad emission-lines). Of course, the shape of these curves depends on the size of the source. A spectroscopic monitoring of the lensed QSO images will thus allow the structure and size of the continuum source to be probed, as-well as the distribution in size (with an angular resolution of the order of 10-6") and velocity of the BLR clouds.
Hijh resolution spectroscopy of the multiple (2) (3) (4) Fig.3 in Felenbok 1994, these proceedings). TheARGUS fibre tips ,r" pro.rid"d ùttt tit" same type of micro-lens array (array of hexagonal microlenses) as in the MEDUSA design. At the input extremity, thel optimise the field aperture filling factor, while at the other end they transform the fast frbre output blam for the f/tg spectrograph collimator. To satisfy the scientific requirements, three different spatial saÀptings are provided by means of three optical relays, which can be selectively positioned in front of the ARGUS entrance (augular field of 5" x 5" with 0.i" sampling, or 12" x 12" with 0.45" sampling, or 18" x 18" with 0.7' sampling). As in tne MEDUSA mode, spectral resolutions of R : 1500 (covering u rurrgJof 3500 À;, R : 5000, R : 10000 and R : 30000 will be u"""rribl" in the ,p"ltrul ,*g" â200 - 9000 
4.L Gravitational Lens Systems
Fbr most of the presently known gravitational lens systems, the distant (z; > 0.5) deflecting galaxies are generally much fainter (R1= 19-23) than the lensed QSo images. The information available on most of these lenses is thus dramatically poor. Two-dimensional spectroscopy will allow optimal separation of the faint light of the lens from the glare of the lensed quasar images. It will be possible to sum up the signal from aI the fibres illuminated by ihe gaa)cy and subtract the quasar contamination. Let us note that thanks to the ;i*ug" slicer' effect, the spectral resolution will be kept constant for each individual image-we would recommend to derive (D) or to confirm (c) the lens redshift z1 andf or to measure the velocity dispersion (vD) for the following lens galar<-ies (see Angonin-willaime et al. 1993 In addition, very high signal-to.noise and high resolution spectra (with a sampling of 0.2" per pixel) of the individual lensed eso images for ùM673, PG1i15+080,2237+0305, H1413+112 (see Angonin et al. 1990 for similar observations obtained with SILFID at cFH, sampling of 0.33" per pixel), F.L422+2gr, 1009-025. H811041805, etc. will allow the structure and size of the continuum source to be probed, as well as the distribution in size and velocity of the BLR clouds (see discussion in the previous section). These data will also be used to constrain the tranwersal size of (Ly-a and metallic) absorption line clouds (cf ' Smette et al. 1992 
